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• object properties 
o propertyname1 [range1]: property description text 
o propertyname2 [range2]: property description text 
o … 
• datatype properties 
o propertyname1 [datatype1]: property description text 




 classname represents the domain of propertynamei  
Ø
 rangei represents the range of propertynamei 
Ø
 datatypei = one of {‘integer’, ‘float’, ‘datetime’, ‘string’}, representing the datatype  
of propertynamei  
Note: if present, the special syntax ‘string: “val1”, “val2”,…, “val3n” ’ indicates a 
string whose value is constrained to take one of the n listed values; otherwise the 
string value is unconstrained 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































is	associated	with	two	operational	runways	oriented	180° apart:	04L	(40° heading)	and	22R	(220° heading).	The	
operational	directionality	of	the	runway	is	important	because	there	are	different	properties	associated	with	either	
direction	(the	runway	touchdown	point	and	the	runway	visible	range,	for	example).	
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Figure	13:	Terminals	and	Gates.	This	figure	illustrates	a	portion	of	the	ontology	representation	for	terminals	and	gates	at	
Newark	airport	(KEWR).	(Note	that	to	reduce	clutter,	only	a	small	number	of	gates	are	depicted.)	Terminals	and	gates	are	
structured	similarly.	The	class	of	terminals	is	partitioned	into	subclasses	corresponding	to	airports.	The	instances	of	terminals	at	
KEWR	(Terminals	A,	B,	and	C)	all	belong	to	the	subclass	nas:KEWRterminal.	The	class	of	gates	is	partitioned	into	subclasses	
corresponding	to	terminal.	The	instances	of	gates	at	KEWR	Terminal	A	(including	A14,	A25,	and	A13)	all	belong	to	the	subclass	
nas:KEWRterminalAgate.	In	addition,	the	instances	of	terminals	and	their	corresponding	gates	are	linked	by	the	property	
nas:hasGate.	
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7 Weather	
The	classes	in	this	section	pertain	to	the	reporting	of	meteorological	data.	An	attempt	has	been	made	to	generalize	
over	several	different	sources	of	surface	weather	data		reported	for	airports	(specifically,	METAR,	TAF,	ASPM);	no	
attempt	has	been	made	as	yet	to	capture	enroute,	spatially-distributed	meteorological	conditions	at	high	altitude	
(e.g.,	as	reported	in	CWAM,	CCFP	data	sources).	
7.1 data:MeteorologicalCondition	
• Description:	A	representation	of	the	meteorological	status	for	a	specified	time	period,	including	sky,	wind,	
visibility,	and	weather	subcomponents.	The	class	data:MeteorogicalCondition	is	the	central	organizing	
class	for	describing	weather	conditions,	including	present	and	projected/forecast	conditions.	The	class	
data:MetCondition	links	to	this	class	and	its	subclasses	provides	details	of	the	sky,	surface,	weather	
phenomena,	and	visibility	conditions.	This	basic	class	is	used	to	uniformly	describe	meteorological	
conditions	as	reported	by	ASPM,	METAR,	and	TAF.	In	TAF	reports	(data:TAFreport),	forecasts	are	
represented	as	sequences	(gen:Sequence)	of	meteorological	conditions,	each	with	its	own	validity	
timeframe.		
• Superclasses:	
o data:IntervalData	
• Subclasses:	
o data:ASPMmeteorologicalCondition	
o data:METARreport	
o data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition	
• Object	properties:	
o hasSkyCondition	[data:SkyCondition]:	Links	to	sky	conditions	
o hasSurfaceWindCondition	[data:SurfaceWIndCondition]:	Links	to	surface	wind	conditions	
o hasVisibilityCondition	[data:VisibilityCondition]:	Links	to	visibility	conditions	
o hasWeatherCondition	[data:WeatherCondition]:	Links	to	weather	conditions	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:meteorologicalConditionStatus	[string:	“observed”,	“forecast”]:	indicates	whether	this	
meteorological	condition	represents	an	actual	observation	or	a	forecast	
o data:metConditionProbability	[float]:	a	number	between	0	and	1	representing	the	probability	
associated	with	a	forecast	meteorological	condition	
o data:dewpoint	[float]:	The	temperature	in	degrees	Celsius	to	which	a	given	parcel	of	air	must	be	
cooled	at	constant	pressure	and	constant	water-vapor	content	in	order	for	saturation	to	occur.	
o data:seaLevelPressure	[float]:	Sea-Level	pressure	in	hectopascals.	Sea-level	pressure	is	computed	
by	adjusting	the	measuring	station	pressure	to	compensate	for	the	difference	between	the	
station	elevation	and	sea-level.	
o data:surfaceTemperature	[float]:	Surface	temperature	in	degrees	Celsius.	
7.1.1 data:ASPMmeteorologicalCondition	
• Description:	Meteorological	conditions	reported	as	part	of	the	ASPM	hourly	airport	data.	Includes	sky,	
wind,	visibility	and	weather	components.	
• Superclasses:		
o data:MeteorologicalCondition	
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7.1.2 data:METARreport	
• Description:	Curent	meteorological	conditions	are	reported	in	a	periodic	(nominally,	hourly)	METAR	
report.	Includes	sky,	wind,	visibility	and	weather	components.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:MeteorologicalCondition	
• Object	properties:	
o data:associatedMETARreportingStation	[data:METARreportingStation]:	Links	a	METAR	report	to	
the	reporting	station	where	the	data	were	collected.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:metarReportModifier	[string:	"AUTO"	,	"COR"]:	Automation	status	information	pertaining	to	
a	METAR	report:	AUTO	indicates	a	fully	automated	report	with	no	human	intervention;	COR	
indicates	a	corrected	observation;	no	modifier	indicates	either	human	observer/reporter	or	
automated	report	with	human	oversight.	
o data:metarReportString	[string]:	Entire	text	of	METAR	report.	
o data:metarReportType	[string:	"METAR"	,	"SPECI"]:	METAR	report	type	indicator	specifies	
whether	this	report	is	a	regularly	scheduled	hourly	report	(METAR)	or	a	special	unscheduled	
report	(SPECI).	SPECIs	are	issued	more	frequently	than	hourly	when	adverse	weather	conditions	
prevail.	
o data:metarStationiHasPrecipitationSensor	[boolean]:	A	boolean	value	indicating	whether	the	
reporting	METAR	station	has	a	precipitation	sensor.	
7.1.2.1 data:METARreportingStation	
• Description:	A	reporting	station	that	provides	sensor	data	for	a	METAR	report.	Many	airports	are	also	
METAR	reporting	stations,	but	there	are	also	non-airport	reporting	stations	where	operational	weather	
monitoring	hardware	is	installed.	
• Subclasses:	
o nas:Airport	
o nas:StandAloneWeatherStation	
• Object	properties:	
o data:hasMETARreport	[data:METARreport]:	A	link	to	the	METAR	reports	for	this	reporting	station	
7.1.2.1.1 nas:StandAloneWeatherStation	
• Description:	A	non-airport	location	where	operational	weather	monitoring	and	reporting	hardware	and	
software	is	installed.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:METARreportingStation		
• Note:	This	class	is	a	placeholder	and	is	not	modeled	in	any	detail.	
7.1.3 data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition	
• Description:	A	forecast	meteorological	condition,	reported	as	part	of	a	TAF	forecast.	Includes	sky,	wind,	
visibility	and	weather	components	for	current	and	future	time	periods.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:MeteorologicalCondition	
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• Datatype	properties:	
o data:rapidityOfWeatherChange	[string:	"rapid"	,	"gradual"	,	"transient"]:	Indicates	how	fast	
change	is	expected	from	the	prior	meteorological	conditions	to	this	forecast	condition.	
7.1.3.1 data:TAFreport	
• Description:	A	TAF	(Terminal	Aerodrome	Forecast)	report	predicts	meteorological	conditions	at	
successively	later	timepoints,	starting	at	with	the	current	timepoint	(and	the	current	actual	conditions).	
TAF	reports	are	modeled	as	a	sequence	(gen:Sequence)	of	forecast	meteorological	conditions	over	a	
specified	time	period.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:Sequence	
o data:IntervalData	
• Object	properties:		
o data:forecastingAirport	[nas:Airport]:	Links	to	the	airport	for	which	the	TAF	(Terminal	Area	
Forecast)	report	was	compiled.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:forecastIssueTime	[datetime]:	The	time	that	the	TAF	(Terminal	Area	Forecast)	report	was	
issued.	
o data:tafReportString	[string]:	The	full	text	of	the	entire	TAF	report.	
o data:tafReportType	[string:	"routine"	,	"amended"	,	"corrected"	,	"delayed"]:	Type	of	Terminal	
Area	Forecast	report.	An	amended	TAF	is	issued	when	the	current	TAF	no	longer	adequately	
describes	the	ongoing	weather	or	the	forecaster	feels	the	TAF	is	not	representative	of	the	
current	or	expected	weather.	
7.2 data:MetCondition	
• Description:	A	superclass	over	the	a	set	of	classes	that	define	different	aspects	of	a	current	or	forecast	
meteorological	condition	(data:MeteorologicalCondition).	In	general,	the	properties	and	values	modeled	
in	the	subclasses	of	data:MetCondition	are	derived	from	the	international	standard	METAR	definitions.	
• Subclasses:	
o data:SkyCondition	
o data:SurfaceWindCondition	
o data:WeatherCondition	
o data:VisibilityCondition	
7.2.1 data:SkyCondition	
• Description:	The	sky	condition	is	represented	as	a	sequence	of	stacked,	homogenous	cloud	layers,	starting	
with	the	surface	and	moving	up	to	the	ceiling	altitude,	above	which	the	sky	is	clear.	This	is	done	using	a	
structure	called	a	cloud	layer	profile,	which	is	linked	to	data:SkyCondition.		
• Superclasses:	
o data:MetCondition	
• Object	properties:	
o data:hasCloudLayerProfile	[data:CloudLayerProfile]:	The	class	data:CloudLayerProfile	is	a	
sequence	composed	of	cloud	layers	(data:CloudLayer).	Each	cloud	layer	has	distinct	properties:	
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its	base	level	and	topmost	altitudes;	the	type	of	cloud	present	("towering	cumulus",	
"cumulonimbus",	"altocumulus	castellanus");	and	the	type	of	cloud	cover	in	the	layer	("clear",	
"few	clouds",	"scattered	clouds",	"broken	clouds",	"overcast",	"vertical	visibility	layer")	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:ceiling	[integer]:	The	vertical	visibility	(in	feet)	measured	from	the	ground	to	the	lowest	
cloud	layer	reported	as	broken	or	overcast.	
7.2.1.1 data:CloudLayer	
• Description:	A	cloud	layer	is	a	horizontal	slice	of	the	sky	that	exhibits	uniform	characteristics,	including	the	
amount	of	coverage	and	the	type	of	cloud	present.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:SequencedItem	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:baseAltitude	[integer]:	the	altitude	in	feet	of	the	bottom	edge	of	the	layer	
o data:topAltitude	[integer]:	the	altitude	in	feet	of	the	top	edge	of	the	layer	
o data:cloudCover	[string:	"clear",	"few	clouds",	"scattered	clouds",	"broken	clouds",	"overcast",	
"vertical	visibility	layer"]:	the	type	of	cloud	cover	present	in	the	layer	
o data:cloudType	[string:	"towering	cumulus",	"cumulonimbus",	"altocumulus	castellanus"]:	the	
type	of	cloud	present	in	the	layer	
7.2.1.1.1 data:CloudLayerProfile	
• Description:	A	sequence	of	cloud	layers,	ordered	from	the	ground	upward.	Represents	a	vertical	slice	
through	the	distinct	layers	of	clouds	starting	at	the	surface.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:Sequence	
	
7.2.2 data:SurfaceWindCondition	
• Description:	The	surface	winds	are	specified	in	terms	of	their	speed	–	both	steady	
(data:surfaceWindSpeed)	and	gusting	(data:surfaceGustSpeed)	–	and	direction.		
• Superclasses:	
o data:MetCondition		
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:surfaceGustSpeed	[float]:	Reported	maximum	speed	of	wind	when	gusting,	in	knots	
o data:surfaceWindDirectionStatus	[string:	"fixed",	"varyingWithinRange","variable"]:	When	
data:surfaceWindDirectionStatus	is	“fixed”,	the	property	data:windDirectionFixed	stores	the	
wind	direction	in	degrees;	when	data:surfaceWindDirectionStatus	is	“varyingWithinRange”,	the	
properties	data:windDirectionLower	and	data:windDirectionUpper	hold	the	wind	direction	
interval;	and	when	data:surfaceWindDirectionStatus	is	“variable”,	there	is	no	specification	of	the	
wind	direction.	
o data:windDirectionFixed	[float]:Stores	wind	direction	in	degrees	when	
data:surfaceWindDirctionStatus	is	“fixed”	
o data:surfaceWindSpeed	[float]:	Reported	constant	speed	of	wind,	in	knots	
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o data:windDirectionLower	[float]:	Stores	lower	bound	of	wind	variability	interval	in	degrees,	
where	the	interval	is	defined	clockwise	between	the	lower	and	upper	bound.	Note	that	the	
‘lower’	bound	may	be	numerically	greater	than	the	‘upper’	bound	if	the	interval	includes	0	
degrees	(North).	
o data:windDirectionUpper	[float]:	Stores	upper	bound	of	wind	variability	interval	in	degrees,	
where	the	interval	is	defined	clockwise	between	the	lower	and	upper	bound.	Note	that	the	
‘lower’	bound	may	be	numerically	less	than	the	‘upper’	bound	if	the	interval	includes	0	degrees	
(North).	
o data:windShearHeight	[float]:	Wind	shear	height	in	feet	above	ground	level	
7.2.3 data:WeatherCondition	
• Description:	This	class	holds	properties	describing	observed	or	forecast	weather	phenomena,	along	with	
their	intensity,	proximity,	and	other	related	characteristics.	The	properties	and	their	values	are	derived	
from	the	international	standard	WMO	METAR	definitions.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:MetCondition		
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:hourlyPrecipitation	[float]:	precipitation	in	inches,	to	the	hundredth	of	an	inch	
o data:weatherIntensity	[string:	"light"	,	"moderate"	,	"heavy"]	
o data:weatherPhenomenon	[string:	"drizzle"	,	"rain"	,	"snow"	,	"snow	grains"	,	"ice	crystals"	,	"ice	
pellets"	,	"hail"	,	"small	hail	and/or	snow	pellets"	,	"unknown	precipitation"	,	"mist"	,	"fog"	,	
"smoke"	,	"volcanic	ash"	,	"widespread	dust"	,	"sand"	,	"haze"	,	"spray"	,	"well-developed	
dust/sand	whirls"	,	"squalls"	,	"funnel	cloud"	,	"tornado/waterspout"	,	"sandstorm"	,	
"duststorm"]	
o data:weatherProximity	[string:	"immediate	proximity"	,	"in	vicinity"]	
o data:weatherQualifier	[string:	"shallow"	,	"partial"	,	"patchy"	,	"low	drifting"	,	"blowing"	,	
"shower"	,	"thunderstorm"	,	"freezing"]	
7.2.4 data:VisibilityCondition	
• Description:	This	class	describes	visibility	conditions	at	an	airport	in	terms	of	two	types	of	measurements:	
the	prevailing	visibility	measured	at	an	airport	and	the	runway	visible	range	measured	along	one	or	more	
airport	runways.	The	prevailing	visibility	is	a	measurement	of	the	greatest	distance	visible	throughout	at	
least	half	of	the	horizon,	not	necessarily	continuously.	That	distance	is	either	limited	or	unlimited.	If	the	
property	data:unlimitedVisibility	is	either	false	or	not	specified,	then	the	limit	of	visibility	is	to	be	specified	
in	data:limitedVisibilityDistance;	if	data:unlimitedVisibility	is	true,	then	the	distance	limit	is	left	
unspecified.	Any	available	measurements	of	runway	visible	range	are	linked	using	the	property	
data:runwayVisibleRange.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:MetCondition		
• Object	properties:	
o nas:runwayVisibleRange	[nas:RunwayVisibleRangeMeasurement]:	An	indication	of	the	range	of	
distance	past	which	the	runway	surface	markings	become	unreadable	for	the	pilot	
• Datatype	properties:	
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o data:limitedVisibilityDistance	[float]:	If	prevailing	visibility	is	limited,	this	property	holds	the	
surface	visibility	distance	in	statute	miles	
o data:unlimitedVisibility	[boolean]:	True	if	prevailing	visibility	is	unlimited	
7.2.4.1 nas:	RunwayVisibleRangeMeasurement	
• Description:	A	measurement	of	the	distance	over	which	a	pilot	of	an	aircraft	on	the	centerline	of	a	
runway	(linked	via	nas:runwayMeasured)	can	see	the	runway	surface	markings	delineating	the	runway		
and	its	centerline.	RVR	(Runway	Visible	Range)	is	reported	as	either	constant	or	variable.	Variable	
prevailing	visibility	is	reported	if	the	prevailing	visibility	is	less	than	3	miles	and	rapidly	increases	or	
decreases	by	1/2	statute	mile	or	more	during	the	time	of	observation.	If	the	visibility	is	constant,	then	the	
nas:minVisibility	and	nas:maxVisibility	properties	will	be	equal;	if	the	visibility	is	variable,	then	these	
properties	specify	the	minimum	and	maximum	number	of	feet	visible.	
• Superclasses:	
o data:IntervalData	
• Object	properties:	
o nas:runwayMeasured	[nas:OperationalRunway]:	The	runway	for	which	visibility	is	being	
measured.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o nas:maxVisibility	[integer]:	Maximum	distance	(in	feet)	at	which	surface	markings	become	
invisible	
o nas:minVisibility	[integer]:	Minimum	distance	(in	feet)	at	which	surface	markings	become	
invisible	
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7.3 Illustrative	Figures	
	
	
Figure	14:	METAR	Report.	This	figure	illustrates	the	structure	of	a	METAR	report	(data:METARreport)	and	related	subclasses	of	
data:MeteorologicalCondition,	including	TAF	reports	and	ASPM	weather	indicators.	The	illustrated	METAR	report	was	issued	on	
7/15/2014	at	19:14	UTC	based	on	data	from	sensors	at	KJFK.	The	raw	METAR	report	consists	of	the	following	WMO	standards-
compliant	METAR	text	string:	‘KJFK	151914Z	17008KT	4SM	R04R/3500VP6000FT	+TSRA	BR	FEW017	BKN042CB	OVC070	23/21	
A2980	RMK	AO2	FRQ	LTGICCG	NE-S	TS	NE-S	MOV	NE	P0014’.	Meteorological	conditions	were	extracted	from	this	string	and	re-
encoded	within	the	ontology	structure	shown	in	this	figure.	At	the	root	of	this	structure	is	a	node	representing	the	overall	
METAR	report	instance	(data:METAR_KJFK201407151914).	There	is	a	link	from	this	node	to	the	reporting	station	that	generated	
the	data	for	the	report	(in	this	case	KJFK	airport).	The	report	includes	data	about	four	different	meteorological	components:	
weather,	visibility,	sky	cloud	cover,	and	winds.	Each	of	these	components	is	represented	in	a	separate	instance	linked	to	the	
METAR	report	instance.	The	weather	and	wind	components	include	only	datatype	properties,	and	have	no	linking	substructure.	
The	visibility	condition	includes	a	link	to	a	runway	visible	range	(RVR)	measurement	instance.	That	instance	includes	values	for	
the	maximum	and	minimum	runway	visibility	and	a	link	to	the	actual	runway	at	KJFK	being	measured	(Runway	04R).	The	sky	
condition	component	is	linked	to	a	structure	called	a	cloud	layer	profile,	which	is	a	sequence	of	cloud	layers	(data:CloudLayer)	
ordered	from	the	ground	upward.	The	cloud	layer	profile	represents	a	slice	through	the	skies	above	the	reporting	station.	Each	
sequenced	cloud	layer	has	a	lower	and	upper	altitude	and	represents	a	homogeneous	cloud	layer	with	a	specified	cloud	cover	
type	and	density.	See	7.2.1.1.	
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Figure	15:	TAF	Report.	This	figure	illustrates	the	structure	of	a	TAF	report	(data:TAFreport),	which	provides	meteorological	
forecasts	over	a	specified	period	of	time	–	typically	24	hours.	The	graph	structure	in	this	figure	illustrates	a	TAF	report	as	
specified	in	the	following	WMO	standard	TAF	text	string:	‘TAF	KJFK	071120Z	0712/0818	21010KT	P6SM	BKN070	FM071500	
19015KT	P6SM	SCT060	FM071900	19018G25KT	P6SM	SCT060	BKN250	FM072300	19016KT	P6SM	SCT060	BKN250	FM080200	
20010KT	P6SM	SCT060	BKN250	FM081300	22012KT	P6SM	SCT060	SCT250’.	Meteorological	conditions	were	extracted	from	this	
string	and	re-encoded	within	the	ontology	structure	shown	in	this	figure.	The	forecast	period	for	this	TAF	is	from	7/7/2014	at	
12:00	UTC	through	7/8/2014	at	18:00	UTC,	and	the	report	is	a	forecast	for	KJFK	airport.	The	root	node	of	the	TAF	report	
includes	some	properties	related	to	the	report’s	time	of	issue	and	includes	the	TAF	text	string,	but	the	main	function	of	this	
node	is	to	point	to	the	sequence	of	nodes	that	comprise	the	TAF	forecast.	The	items	in	the	TAF	sequence	each	correspond	to	a	
different	predicted	TAF	meteorological	condition	(data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition).	Each	condition	covers	a	specified	time	
range	and	provides	the	forecast	sky,	visibility,	wind,	and	weather	conditions.	For	example,	the	first	forecast	period	
(data:TAFKJFK201407071120F1)	is	linked	to	the	root	node	via	the	property	gen:hasFirstItem,	and	exhibits	the	same	basic	
structure	as	the	METAR	report	in	Figure	14.	But	in	addition,	the	first	forecast	period	is	linked	to	the	next	period,	which	has	the	
same	structure	as	the	first	period.	(The	sky,	visibility,	wind,	and	weather	conditions	are	not	displayed	for	each	forecast	period	to	
reduce	clutter.)	In	essence,	a	TAF	report	can	be	viewed	structurally	as	a	sequence	of	METAR	reports.	A	key	difference	is	that	
METAR	reports	actual	observations	at	a	specific	time,	whereas	TAF	reports	a	sequence	of	successive	forecast	conditions,	each	
valid	for	the	duration	of	a	specified	time	period.	
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8 Sequences,	Subsequenes,	Sequenced	Items	
The	classes	in	this	section	define	the	notion	of	a	sequence,	which	is	an	important	structuring	concept	used	
throughout	the	ontology.	A	sequence	(gen:Sequence)	represents	an	ordered,	linked	list	of	typed	instances.	For	
example,	an	aircraft	trajectory	is	represented	as	a	sequence	of	aircraft	trackpoints,	where	each	trackpoint	records	
the	GPS	coordinates	and	altitude	of	the	aircraft	at	successive	timepoints	throughout	the	flight.	Another	example	of	
a	sequence	is	a	weather	forcast,	which	is	represented	as	a	sequence	of	meteorological	conditions,	each	projected	at	
a	specified	timepoint	in	the	future.	Any	class	can	be	sequenced	as	long	as	it	inherits	the	necessary	properties	from	
gen:SequencedItem.	Note	that	the	sequence	is	distinct	from	the	items	being	sequenced.	The	sequence	points	to	the	
first,	last,	and	intervening	items	in	the	sequence;	each	of	those	items	points	to	the	next	and	previous	item	in	the	
sequence.	
8.1 gen:Sequence	
• Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	instances.	A	sequence	is	modeled	as	a	linked	list	of	a	certain	length,	
containing	instances	of	the	class	gen:SequencedItem.	A	sequence	is	linked	to	all	items	in	its	ordered	list,	
with	special	links	to	the	first	item	and	the	last	item.	Each	item	in	the	sequence	is	numbered	sequentially	
and	points	to	the	next	in	the	list.	For	a	given	subclass	of	gen:Sequence,	the	contents	of	the	list	are	
generally	restricted	to	only	one	subclass	of	gen:SequencedItem.	(This	restriction	is	implemented	as	an	
OWL	restriction	of	type	owl:allValuesFrom.)	In	other	words,	the	list	may	be	constrained	to	contain	only	
homogeneous	types	of	instances.	For	example,	a	polygon	boundary	(gen:PolygonBoundary)	is	a	sequence	
containing	only	point	locations	(gen:PointLocation).	
• Subclasses:	
o atm:FlightSequence	[sequence	of	atm:AircraftTrackPoint	or	atm:NavElementContainer]	
§ Description:	An	end-to-end	flight	plan	or	actual	flight	path	represented	as	a	sequence	of	
navigational	elements	followed	from	origin	to	destination	airport.	
§ Subclasses:		
• atm:ActualFlightRoute	[sequence	of	atm:AircraftTrackPoint]:	See	details	in	
Section	3.8.	
• atm:PlannedFlightRoute	[sequence	of	atm:NavElementContainer]:	See	details	
in	Section	3.4.	
o atm:NavigationPath	[sequence	of	atm:NavElementContainer]	
§ Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	navigation	elements	(fixes,	routes,	airports)	
representing	a	path	through	the	airspace.	
§ Subclasses:	
• atm:PlannedFlightRoute	[sequence	of	atm:NavElementContainer]	
• nas:AirspaceRoute	[sequence	of	atm:NavElementContainer]	
o atm:PopupFactorSequence	[sequence	of	atm:PopupFactorContainer]		
§ Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	hourly	popup	factors	used	in	specifying	a	Ground	
Delay	Program	(GDP).	
o atm:ProgramArrivalRateSequence	[sequence	of	atm:ProgramArrivalRateContainer]		
§ Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	hourly	program	arrival	rates	used	in	specifying	a	
Ground	Dela	Program	(GDP).	
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o atm:Taxipath	[sequence	of	nas:Taxiway]		
§ Description:	A	sequence	of	taxiways	followed	by	an	aircraft	taxiing	en	route	to/from	a	
runway.	
o data:CloudLayerProfile	[sequence	of	data:CloudLayer]		
§ Description:	A	sequence	of	cloud	layers,	ordered	from	the	ground	upward.	Represents	
cloud	conditions.	
o data:TAFreport	[sequence	of	data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition]	
§ Description:	Meteorological	conditions	provided	in	a	periodic	TAF	forecast.	Includes	sky,	
wind,	visibility	and	weather	components.	(See	further	details	on	data:TAFreport	in	
Section	7.1.3.1.)	
o gen:PolygonBoundary	[sequence	of	gen:PointLocation]	
§ Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	point	locations	where	the	last	point	connects	back	
to	the	first	point,	closing	the	polygon.	
o nas:DeicingQueue	[sequence	of	eqp:Aircraft]	
§ Description:	An	ordered	sequence	of	aircraft	awaiting	deicing	at	a	deicing	pad.	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:hasFirstItem	[gen:SequencedItem]:	Links	a	sequence	to	the	first	item	being	sequenced.	
o gen:hasLastItem	[gen:SequencedItem]:	Links	a	sequence	to	the	last	item	being	sequenced.	
o gen:hasSequencedItem	[gen:SequencedItem]:	Links	a	sequence	to	an	item	being	sequenced.	The	
first	and	last	items	in	the	sequence	should	be	linked	using	both	this	property	and	the	
distinguished	properties	above.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:sequenceLength	[integer]:	The	number	of	items	in	the	ordered	sequence.		
8.1.1 gen:SubSequence	
• Description:	Represents	a	subsequence	of	an	existing	base	sequence.	The	subsequence	does	not	replicate	
the	items	of	the	sequence,	but	merely	points	to	the	start	and	end	positions	within	the	base	sequence.	This	
is	used,	for	example,	to	specify	that	a	flight	is	to	follow	a	portion	of	an	established	airspace	route	as	part	
of	their	flight	plan.	
• Subclasses:	
o atm:NavigationSubPath:	A	contiguous	portion	of	an	existing	navigation	path.	
§ atm:AirspaceRouteSegment:	A	contiguous	portion	of	an	existing	airspace	route.	
§ atm:FlightPlanSegment:	A	contiguous	portion	of	a	complete	flight	plan.	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:subsequenceOf	[gen:Sequence]:	Links	a	subsequence	to	its	base	sequence.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:subsequenceStartIndex	[integer]:	A	numeric	position	within	a	base	sequence	that	represents	
the	start	of	the	subsequence.	
o gen:subsequenceEndIndex	[integer]:	A	numeric	position	within	a	base	sequence	that	represents	
the	end	of	the	subsequence.	
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8.2 gen:SequencedItem	
• Description:	The	set	of	instances	that	can	be	sequenced	using	gen:Sequence.	This	class	defines	two	
properties	that	facilitate	sequencing:	a	pointer	to	the	next	instance	in	the	sequence,	and	a	sequence	
number	indicating	the	position	within	the	sequence.	
• Subclasses:	Sequenced	instances	must	be	members	of	one	of	the	following	subclasses.	(Note	that	these	
subclasses	share	nothing	in	common	conceptually,	except	that	they	can	be	sequenced	for	some	purpose.)	
o atm:AircraftTrackPoint	
o atm:NavElementContainer	
o atm:NumericParameterContainer	
§ atm:PopupFactorContainer	
§ atm:ProgramArrivalRateContainer	
o data:CloudLayer	
o data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition	
o eqp:Aircraft	
o gen:PointLocation	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:hasNextItem	[gen:SequencedItem]:	Links	an	instance	in	a	sequence	to	the	subsequent	
instance	in	the	sequence.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:sequenceNumber	[integer]:	Indicates	the	ordered	position	of	this	instance	within	the	
sequence,	where	1	signifies	the	first	position	in	the	sequence.	
8.3 Illustrative	Figures	
	
	
Figure	16:	Sequences	and	Subsequences.	In	previous	figures,	there	are	many	concrete	examples	of	sequences.	This	figure	
illustrates	an	abstract	instance	of	a	sequence	named	nas:SampleSequence,	which	contains	an	ordered	sequence	of	samples	
(nas:Sample1	through	nas:Sample4).	Each	sample	is	linked	to	the	sequence	instance	using	the	property	gen:hasSequencedItem.	
In	addition,	there	are	special	properties	to	identify	the	first	and	last	items	in	the	sequence	(gen:hasFirstItem	and	
gen:hasLastItem).	Each	item	in	the	in	the	sequence	is	linked	to	its	successor	through	the	gen:hasNextItem	property,	and	the	
position	within	the	sequence	is	recorded	in	the	datatype	property	gen:sequenceNumber.	Finally,	to	represent	the	subsequence	
of	elements	in	nas:SampleSequence	that	starts	in	position	2	and	ends	in	position	3,	we	use	a	subsequence	instance	
(nas:SampleSubSequence),	which	avoids	duplicating	the	items	in	the	sequence.	Datatype	properties	in	nas:SampleSubSequence	
hold	the	sequence	number	of	the	starting	and	ending	subsequence	positions	and	the	property	gen:subsequenceOf	links	to	the	
main	sequence.	
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9 Temporal/Spatial	
The	classes	in	this	section	describe	general	concepts	pertaining	to	time	and	space.	Very	little	here	is	specific	to	the	
ATM	domain.	(In	fact,	most	of	these	concepts	are	so	basic	that	they	could	have	–	and	probably	should	have	–	been	
imported	from	other	well-established	external	ontologies.	This	would	be	an	area	for	future	improvement.)	
9.1 data:IntervalData	
• Description:	This	class	includes	data	that	has	a	temporal	lifetime.	All	subclasses	of	data:IntervalData	
inherit	the	basic	properties	that	enable	temporally-dependent	data	–	the	data’s	period	of	validity,	as	
defined	by	a	starting	and	an	ending	time.	
• Subclasses:	
o atm:AircraftFlowCapacity	
o data:AirportData	
o data:MeteorologicalCondition	
o data:RunwayStatusData	
o data:TAFreport	
o nas:RunwayVisibleRangeMeasurement	
• Object	properties:	
o data:dataIntervalEndDay	[nas:NASday]:	Links	temporally-dependent	data	to	the	ending	day	of	its	
period	of	validity.	
o data:dataIntervalStartDay	[nas:NASday]:	Links	temporally-dependent	data	to	the	starting	day	of	
its	period	of	validity.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o data:dataIntervalEndTime	[dateTime]:	For	temporally-dependent	data,	the	ending	time	of	the	
data's	period	of	validity.	
o data:dataIntervalStartTime	[dateTime]:	For	temporally-dependent	data,	the	starting	time	of	the	
data's	period	of	validity.	
9.2 gen:TimeInterval	
• Description:	A	time	interval	with	starting	and	ending	time	points.	Intervals	can	be	open	(excluding	the	end	
points)	or	closed	(including	the	end	points)	or	mixed	(including	one	but	not	the	other	end	point).	
• Notes:	This	is	the	proper	way	to	do	a	time	interval	and	this	representation	eventually	should	replace	the	
less	general	representations	currently	used	in	various	classes	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:closedEndTimeInterval	[boolean]:	A	property	that	specifies	whether	or	not	the	endpoint	of	
the	time	interval	is	closed	(inclusive	of	the	point).	
o gen:closedStartTimeInterval	[boolean]:	A	property	that	specifies	whether	or	not	the	starting	
point	of	the	time	interval	is	closed	(inclusive	of	the	point).	
o gen:endTime	[dateTime]:	The	ending	time	of	a	defined	time	interval.	
o gen:startTime	[dateTime]:	The	starting	time	of	a	defined	time	interval.	
9.3 nas:NASday	
• Description:	A	class	that	explicitly	represents	a	day	of	the	year.	Events,	such	as	flights,	weather	forecasts,	
and	other	events	are	linked	to	the	instance	of	the	day	they	occurred.	
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• Datatype	properties:	
o nas:calendarMonth	[integer]:	The	month	number	associated	with	a	nas:NASday.	
o nas:calendarYear	[integer]:	The	year	number	associated	with	a	nas:NASday.	
o nas:date	[date]:	The	date	represented	by	the	nas:NASday,	stored	in	date	format.	
o nas:dayOfMonth	[integer]:	The	day	number	associated	with	a	nas:NASday.	
9.4 nas:NAShour	
• Description:	A	class	that	explicitly	represents	an	hour	within	a	day.	Events,	such	as	flights,	weather	
forecasts,	and	other	events	are	linked	to	the	instance	of	the	hour	they	were	initiated.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o nas:startingTime	[time]:	The	beginning	of	the	hour	represented	by	the	nas:NAShour,	stored	as	a	
datetime	value.	
9.5 gen:Location	
• Description:	A	place	defined	by	a	point	or	a	contiguous	geographic	region.	
• Subclasses:	
o gen:GeographicRegion	
§ gen:Region2D	
• gen:CircularRegion	
• gen:Polygonal2DRegion	
§ gen:Region3D	
• gen:ShearSidedPolygonalVolume	
o gen:PointLocation	
§ atm:AbsoluteFix	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:WKTgeoRepresentation	[string]:	The	WKT	string	representation	of	a	location.	Well-Known	
Text	(WKT)	is	an	ISO/IEC	standards-based	a	text	markup	language	for	representing	vector	
geometry	objects	on	a	map,	spatial	reference	systems	of	spatial	objects,	and	transformations	
between	spatial	reference	systems.	WKT	is	stored	as	an	alternative	to	the	explicit	polygon	
boundary	representation	employed	in	this	Ontology	(see	gen:PolygonBoundary).	
9.5.1 gen:GeographicRegion	
• Description:	A	class	representing	a	demarcated	region	on	or	above	the	surface	of	the	Earth.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:Location	
9.5.1.1 gen:Region2D	
• Description:	A	two-dimensional	geographic	region.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:GeographicRegion	
• Subclasses:	
o gen:CircularRegion	
o gen:Polygonal2DRegion	
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9.5.1.1.1 gen:CircularRegion	
• Description:	A	two-dimensional	region	defined	by	a	geographic	centerpoint	and	radius.	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:	centerpoint	[gen:PointLocation]:	Links	to	the	center	point	of	the	2-D	circular	region.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:radius	[float]:	The	radius	of	a	circular	region.	Note:	Unfortunately,	the	units	are	currently	
dependent	the	type	of	circular	region	defined.	This	needs	to	be	improved.		
9.5.1.1.2 gen:Polygonal2DRegion	
• Description:	A	two-dimensional	region	defined	by	a	polygonal	boundary.	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:hasPolygonBoundary	[gen:PolygonBoundary]:	Links	a	polygonal	region	to	its	boundary	
representation.	
9.5.1.2 gen:Region3D	
• Description:	A	three-dimensional	geographic	region.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:GeographicRegion	
• Subclasses:	
o gen:ShearSidedPolygonalVolume	
9.5.1.2.1 gen:ShearSidedPolygonalVolume	
• Description:	A	three-dimensional	volume	defined	by	a	two-dimensional	polygon	plus	a	length	component	
that	stretches	the	polygon	along	an	axis	perpendicular	to	the	polygon	surface.	
• Object	properties:	
o gen:hasPolygonBoundary	[gen:PolygonBoundary]:	Links	a	polygonal	region	to	its	boundary	
representation.	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:polygonHeight	[float]:	Specifies	the	length	dimension	of	a	polygonal	volume.	Note:	The	
length	units	are	use-dependent.	
9.5.2 gen:PointLocation	
• Description:	A	location	in	three-space	defined	by	a	latitude,	longitude,	and	altitude.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:Location	
o gen:SequencedItem	
• Subclasses:	
o atm:AbsoluteFix	
• Datatype	properties:	
o gen:altitude	[float]:	The	altitude	of	a	point	location	in	feet.	
o gen:latitude	[float]:	The	latitude	of	a	point	location	in	decimal	degrees.	
o gen:longitude	[float]:	The	latitude	of	a	point	location	in	decimal	degrees.	
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9.5.2.1 gen:PolygonBoundary	
• Description:	An	ordered	sequence	(gen:Sequence)	of	individual	point	location	instances	
(gen:PointLocation),	where	the	last	point	connects	back	to	the	first	point,	closing	the	polygon.		
• Note:	This	is	an	explicit,	alternative	representation	to	the	WKT	string	representation	stored	in	the	
gen:WKTgeoRepresentation	property	of	the	gen:Location	class.	
• Superclasses:	
o gen:Sequence	
9.6 Illustrative	Figures	
	
Figure	17:	Sector	layer	representation.	This	figure	extends	Figure	1	and	illustrates	the	spatial	representation	for	one	of	the	
sector	layers	composing	Sector	075	in	New	York	Center	(ZNY	ARTCC).	Each	sector	consists	of	a	set	of	horizontally-stacked	
polygonal	layers	with	shear	vertical	sides,	something	like	a	layer	cake.	Each	sector	is	represented	with	three	components,	a	
lower	altitude,	an	upper	altitude,	and	a	layer	geometry.	The	geometry	provides	the	height	of	the	layer	(gen:polygonHeight)	and	
a	link	(gen:hasPolygonBoundary)	to	a	representation	of	the	polygon	boundary.	The	boundary	is	represented	as	an	ordered	
sequence	of	point	locations	(gen:PointLocation),	each	of	which	specifies	a	latitude	and	longitude.	Note	that	the	property	
gen:WKTgeoRepresentation	in	gen:ZNYsector075Layer1Polygon	contains	an	alternative	representation	of	the	boundary	in	the	
Well	Known	Text	(WKT)	format.	
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Figure	18:	Circular	airport	radius.	This	figure	illustrates	the	use	of	a	circular	geographic	region	to	define	the	scope	of	a	Ground	
Delay	Program	(GDP)	TMI.	The	GDP’s	departure	scope	specifies	that	the	TMI	is	applicable	to	any	aircraft	departing	within	an	
800	mile	radius	around	KDEN.	The	instance	atm:KDENradius800	is	a	circular	region	with	a	centerpoint	specified	by	
nas:KDENcoordinates,	which	specifies	the	airport’s	geographic	center.	
	
Figure	19:	Temporal	representation	for	airport	data.	In	this	figure,	data:KEWRairportData20140701230000	represents	an	
instance	of	data:AirportData.	This	instance	stores	data	that	are	measured	hourly	at	major	airports	in	the	US,	such	as	KEWR.	The	
instance	inherits	the	properties	of	data:IntervalData,	including	the	data’s	period	of	validity,	as	specified	by	a	starting	and	ending	
validity	time	and	links	to	the	starting	and	ending	days	(nas:Day20140701	and	nas:Day20140702).	
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Appendix	B	 Ontology	Namespaces	
Classes	defined	in	the	ontology	are	separated	into	different	XML	namespaces	to	facilitate	
modularity	and	reuse,	and	to	reduce	complexity.	The	primary	purpose	for	using	namespaces	in	this	
ontology	is	to	separate	the	large	number	of	classes	into	a	smaller	clusters	of	thematically-
interrelated	classes.	Although	there	is	a	high	degree	of	interconnectedness	and	cross-linking	among	
classes	within	the	same	namespace,	classes	also	can	make	reference	to	classes	outside	their	own	
namespace.	These	references	are	resolved	by	the	use	of	import	statements,	the	mechanism	by	
which	one	namespace	imports	another.		
In	the	ATM	Ontology,	the	namespace	import	relationships	are	structured	linearly,	as	depicted	on	
the	left.	The	data	namespace	imports	all	of	the	classes	in	the	ontology	because	it	directly	imports	
classes	in	the	atm	namespace,	which	indirectly	imports	concepts	from	nas,	eqp,	and	gen.	These	five	namespaces	
are	described	in	the	following	subsections.		
Note	that	the	partitioning	of	classes	into	namespaces	is	not	always	straightforward	and	unambiguous;	rational	
arguments	are	possible	for	including	a	given	class	in	a	different	namespace	than	the	one	herein	assigned.	
B.1	 Namespace	gen:	Generic,	domain-independent	classes	
• Prefix:	gen	
• Namespace	URI:	http://atmweb.arc.nasa.gov/ontology/general#	
• Description:	This	namespace	contains	classes	that	are	general-purpose,	and	not	specific	to	the	air	traffic	
or	aviation	domain.	These	include	temporal,	spatial,	and	sequencing	classes.	This	is	the	base	namespace	
that	is	inherited	(directly	or	indirectly)	by	all	other	namespaces.	
• Classes:		
o gen:CircularRegion	
o gen:FloatParameter	
o gen:GeographicRegion	
o gen:IntegerParameter	
o gen:Location	
o gen:NumericParameter	
o gen:PointLocation	
o gen:Polygonal2DRegion	
o gen:PolygonBoundary	
o gen:Region2D	
o gen:Region3D	
o gen:Sequence	
o gen:SequencedItem	
o gen:ShearSidedPolygonalVolume	
o gen:SubSequence	
o gen:TimeInterval	
B.2	 Namespace	eqp:	Equipment-related	classes	
• Prefix:	eqp	
• Namespace	URI:	http://atmweb.arc.nasa.gov/ontology/eqp#	
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• Imports:	gen	
• Description:	This	namespace	contains	classes	related	to	aircraft,	aircraft	models,	aircraft	type	designators,	
aircraft	weight	and	wake	characteristics,	and	decomposable	engineering	systems,	in	general.	
• Classes:		
o eqp:Aircraft	
o eqp:AircraftCommunicationSystem	
o eqp:AircraftEngine	
o eqp:AircraftModel	
o eqp:AircraftNavigationSystem	
o eqp:AircraftSubsystem	
o eqp:AircraftType	
o eqp:AircraftWakeCategory	
o eqp:AircraftWeightClass	
o eqp:BallBearing	
o eqp:DecomposableSystem	
o eqp:ElectricalPowerSystem	
o eqp:EngineeredSystem	
o eqp:EngineType	
o eqp:NavigationAid	
o eqp:UnitAssembly	
B.3	 Namespace	nas:	National	Airspace	System-related	classes	
• Prefix:	nas	
• Namespace	URI:	http://atmweb.arc.nasa.gov/ontology/nas#		
• Imports:	eqp	
• Description:	This	namespace	defines	classes	that	define	the	overall	National	Airspace	System	(NAS)	
infrastructure,	including	NAS	facilities	(the	FAA	command	center,	Airports,	ARTCCs/Centers,	TRACONs),	
airport	surface	structures	(control	towers,	runways/taxiways,	terminals,	gates),	airspace	structures	
(routes,	sectors,	approach	and	departure	procedures),	and	aviation	service	providers	(air	carriers,	
manufacturers,	air	navigation	service	providers),		
• Classes:	
o nas:AirCarrier	
o nas:AircraftEngineManufacturer	
o nas:AirframeManufacturer	
o nas:Airport	
o nas:AirportInfrastructureComponent	
o nas:AirportRoute	
o nas:AirportServiceVehicle	
o nas:AirspaceInfrastructureComponent	
o nas:AirspaceLayer	
o nas:AirspaceRoute	
o nas:ARTCC	
o nas:ARTCCtier	
o nas:ATCSCC	
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o nas:ATCT	
o nas:AviationIndustryManufacturer	
o nas:AviationServiceProvider	
o nas:CanadianAirport	
o nas:CommonRoute	
o nas:CONUSairport	
o nas:DeicingPad	
o nas:DeicingQueue	
o nas:DeicingTruck	
o nas:FederalAirway	
o nas:Gate	
o nas:GovernmentAviationServiceProvider	
o nas:InternationalAirport	
o nas:JetRoute	
o nas:NASday	
o nas:NASfacility	
o nas:NAShour	
o nas:NonCONUSairport	
o nas:OperationalRunway	
o nas:PhysicalRunway	
o nas:QRoute	
o nas:RadialRoute	
o nas:RampTower	
o nas:RefuelingTruck	
o nas:RNAVroute	
o nas:RunwayVisibleRangeMeasurement	
o nas:Sector	
o nas:SID	
o nas:SIDSTAR	
o nas:SIDSTARroute	
o nas:StandAloneWeatherStation	
o nas:STAR	
o nas:Taxiway	
o nas:Terminal	
o nas:TRACON	
o nas:TransitionRoute	
o nas:TRoute	
o nas:USairport	
o nas:VictorRoute	
o nas:VORroute	
B.4	 Namespace	atm:	Air	Traffic	Management-related	classes	
• Prefix:	atm	
• Namespace	URI:		http://atmweb.arc.nasa.gov/ontology/atm#		
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• Imports:	nas	
• Description:	This	namespace	defines	classes	that	specifically	relate	to	the	control	of	air	traffic	through	the	
NAS,	including	Traffic	Management	Initiatives	(TMIs)	and	air	navigation	structures	(fixes,	paths/routes,	
flight	plans).		
• Note:	The	borderline	between	the	classes	in	this	namespace	and	the	nas	namespace	(which	is	imported	
by	atm)	is	not	clearcut;	reasonable	arguments	can	be	made	about	which	namespace	is	more	appropriate	
for	a	given	class.	
• Classes:		
o atm:AbsoluteFix	
o atm:ActualFlightRoute	
o atm:AircraftCapacity	
o atm:AircraftFlow	
o atm:AircraftFlowCapacity	
o atm:AircraftTrackPoint	
o atm:AirportFix	
o atm:AirportSpec	
o atm:AirspaceFlowProgramTMI	
o atm:AirspaceRouteSegment	
o atm:CrewMember	
o atm:DelayModel	
o atm:Flight	
o atm:FlightPlanSegment	
o atm:FlightSpec	
o atm:FRDfix	
o atm:GPSfix	
o atm:GroundDelayProgramTMI	
o atm:GroundStopTMI	
o atm:IntersectionFix	
o atm:LatLonFix	
o atm:MeterFix	
o atm:MilesInTrailTMI	
o atm:NavaidFix	
o atm:NavElementContainer	
o atm:NavigationElement	
o atm:NavigationFix	
o atm:NavigationPath	
o atm:NavigationSubPath	
o atm:NDBfix	
o atm:NRSfix	
o atm:NumericParameterContainer	
o atm:PlannedFlightRoute	
o atm:PopupFactor	
o atm:PopupFactorContainer	
o atm:PopupFactorSequence	
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o atm:ProgramArrivalRate	
o atm:ProgramArrivalRateContainer	
o atm:ProgramArrivalRateSequence	
o atm:RelativeFix	
o atm:ReRouteSegment	
o atm:ReRouteTMI	
o atm:SIDSTARtraverse	
o atm:TACANfix	
o atm:Taxipath	
o atm:TFMcontrolElement	
o atm:TrafficManagementInitiative	
o atm:VORfix	
B.5	 Namespace	data:	Data-specific	classes	
• Prefix:	data	
• Namespace	URI:	http://atmweb.arc.nasa.gov/ontology/data#		
• Imports:	atm	
• Description:	This	namespace	includes	classes	required	to	define	data-specific	concepts	related	to	
meteorological	data	(including	sky,	wind,	visibility,	and	weather	conditions),	as	well	as	runway	status	and	
airport	arrival,	departure,	flow,	and	capacity	statistics.	These	classes	cover	data	associated	reported	from	
METAR,	TAF,	and	ASPM	sources.	
• Classes:	
o data:AirportData	
o data:ASPMmeteorologicalCondition	
o data:CloudLayer	
o data:CloudLayerProfile	
o data:FixCapacity	
o data:FixFlow	
o data:IntervalData	
o data:METARreport	
o data:METARreportingStation	
o data:MetCondition	
o data:MeteorologicalCondition	
o data:RunwayStatusData	
o data:SectorCapacity	
o data:SectorFlow	
o data:SkyCondition	
o data:SurfaceWindCondition	
o data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition	
o data:TAFreport	
o data:VisibilityCondition	
o data:WeatherCondition	
o data:WITIproperty	
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Appendix	D	 Notes	on	the	Ontology	
• Ontology	scoping:	The	scoping	and	focus	of	this	ontology	was	primarily	application	driven.	We	designed	
datatype	properties	(and	corresponding	classes)	that	would	enable	us	to	store	all	the	types	of	data	values	
that	were	captured	by	the	different	aviation	data	sources	we	sought	to	integrate.	While	we	attempted	to	
make	the	classes	and	properties	as	general	and	reusable	as	possible,	achieving	generality	while	satisfying	
specific	needs	and	application	requirements	can	be	a	difficult	proposition.	In	cases	where	no	immediate	
requirements	were	present	to	define	a	certain	class,	but	the	class	is	obviously	warranted,	the	modeling	is	
thin,	and	serves	only	as	a	placeholder.		
• Improvement	areas:	
o Representation	of	time	intervals:	Currently,	there	is	an	mixture	of	representations	used	within	the	
Ontology	for	time	intervals.	For	example,	the	actual	operating	time	for	a	flight		is	currently	
represented	by	two	separate	properties	atm:actualDepartureTime	and	atm:actualArrivalTime.	This	
might	be	represented	alternatively	with	one	property	that	links	to	an	instance	of	gen:TimeInterval.	
The	situation	is	similar	for	atm:TrafficManagementInititive,	which	uses	atm:effectiveStartTime	and	
atm:effectiveEndTime	to	mark	the	interval	that	a	TMI	is	to	be	enforced.	The	class	gen:TimeInterval	
allows	for	more	flexibility	concerning	whether	the	interval	endpoints	are	open	or	closed,	and	is	a	
more	appropriate,	more	fine-grained	representation	to	use	in	some	situations.	For	instance,	the	
class	nas:NAShour	is	defined	to	have	a	start	time	only.	Implicitly,	the	end	time	is	the	end	of	the	
hour.	A	more	correct	representation	would	use	a	time	interval	with	a	closed	starting	timepoint	(at	
the	beginning	of	the	hour)	and	an	open	ending	timepoint	(at	the	beginning	of	the	next	hour).	
o Treatment	of	units:	In	general,	measurement	units	are	implicit	in	this	Ontology.	Sometimes	the	
measurement	units	are	embedded	in	the	property	names	(e.g.,	nas:runwayLengthInFeet);	other	
times,	the	units	are	defined	in	this	document	(e.g.,	gen:altitude	[float]:	The	altitude	of	a	point	
location	in	feet);	other	times	the	units	are	unstated	or	defined	by	convention	(e.g.,	
data:hourlyPrecipitation	[float],	which	is	in	millimeters	by	WMO	standards).	This	treatment	is	
unsatisfactory	and	should	be	remedied.	Note,	however,	that	the	processing	and	storage	burden	
imposed	by	explicitly	associating	unit	information	with	each	measurement	would	likely	be	
unacceptable	for	very	large	datasets.	
o Lack	of	OWL	constructs:	The	ATM	Ontology	uses	few	features	from	OWL	and	the	classes	can	mostly	
be	expressed	using	RDFS.	However,	the	ontology	does	include	the	use	of	some	OWL	restrictions.	
See,	for	example	the	description	of	sequences	(gen:Sequence).	In	general,	additional	OWL	
constructs	could	be	incorporated	into	the	Ontology	to		further	constrain	semantics	and	to	enable	
inferences	to	be	drawn.	However,	poor	inference	engine	performance	on	large	datasets	limit	the	
effectiveness	of	inference	in	the	context	of	NASA	data.	This	is	an	area	for	further	cost/benefit	
analysis	and	more	testing	and	evaluation.	
o Lack	of	concept	reuse	from	established	external	ontologies:	The	ATM	Ontology	was	developed	
without	referencing	classes	imported	from	externally-developed	ontologies.	Although	this	runs	
counter	to	the	spirit	of	ontology	reuse,	externally-defined	classes	were	not	typically	available	for	
the	aviation-specific	concepts	required	in	this	Ontology	or	were	defined	in	a	manner	that	did	not	
meet	NASA’s	application	requirements.	No	upper	ontology	was	used	as	a	scaffolding	for	building	
this	ontology;	our	assumption	–	correct	or	misinformed	–	was	that	an	upper	ontology	would	add	
complexity	but	provide	little	value-added	content	or	structure	to	the	ontology.	This	assumption	
must	be	critically	reexamined.		
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Appendix	E	 Organization	of	Ontology	Files	
To	facilitate	reuse,	ontology	files	are	divided	into	base	model	files	and	instance	files.	Typically,	the	base	model	files	
contain	only	classes	and	subclasses,	with	no	instances;	instance	files	contain	instances	only.	Occasionally,	however,	
instance	files	will	contain	classes	and	subclasses,	especially	when	those	classes	have	been	programmatically	
generated	and	may	not	be	of	general	interest.	These	cases	are	noted	below.	
	Base	model	files	are	organized	by	namespace	(see	Appendix	B	).	The	classes	associated	with	a	given	namespace	
are	stored	in	a	single	OWL	file	in	Turtle	format	(.ttl),	with	the	following	filenames:	
• ATM.ttl:	All	classes	defined	for	namespace	prefix	atm.	
• data.ttl:	All	classes	defined	for	namespace	prefix	data.	
• equipment.ttl:	All	classes	defined	for	namespace	prefix	eqp.	
• general.ttl:	All	classes	defined	for	namespace	prefix	gen.	
• NAS.ttl:	All	classes	defined	for	namespace	prefix	nas.	
Class	instances	are	stored	in	a	separate	set	of	files.	Each	instance	file	imports	the	base	model	files	in	which	the	
corresponding	classes	are	defined.	The	instance	files	are:		
• acInst.ttl:	Contains	aircraft	instances	associated	with	processed	flights.	(eqp:Aircraft)	
• acManufInst.ttl:	Contains	aircraft	manufacturer	instances.	(nas:AirframeManufacturer)	
• acModelInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	aircraft	type	designators	(eqp:AircraftType),	as	well	as	subclasses	of	
eqp:AircraftModel	and	instances	of	those	subclasses.	Both	aircraft	model	and	type	are	derived	from	the	
CAST/ICAO	Aircraft	Taxonomy.	See	Sections	5.4.3.1	and	5.4.3.2.	Note:	This	is	one	of	only	a	few	‘instance	
files’	that	contains	subclasses	as	well	as	instances.	Typically	all	classes	and	subclasses	are	defined	in	a	base	
model	file	(see	above).	
• airlineInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	airline	carriers	(nas:AirCarrier).	
• airportInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	nas:Airport,	nas:PhysicalRunway,	nas:OperationalRunway,	nas:Gate,	
and	gen:PointLocation,	which	provides	the	airport	coordinates.	In	addition,	this	file	contains	subclasses	of	
nas:Gate,	nas:PhysicalRunway,	and	nas:OperationalRunway	that	are	airport-specific.	See	subclasses	
discussion	in	Section	6.8	6.9	6.10.	Note:	This	is	one	of	only	a	few	‘instance	files’	that	contains	subclasses	as	
well	as	instances.	Typically	all	classes	and	subclasses	are	defined	in	a	base	model	file	(see	above).	
• allInst.ttl:	This	file	can	be	used	to	load	the	entire	ontology,	because	it	imports	all	instance	files.	
• ARTCCLocationInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	nas:ARTCC,	plus	instances	of	gen:Polygonal2DRegion,	
representing	the	boundaries	of	each	ARTCC	(including	gen:PointLocation	instances	specifying	the	points	
that	define	the	polygon	boundary).	
• ASPMinst.ttl:	Contains	airport	weather	instances	generated	from	the	ASPM	database,	including	instances	
of	data:ASPMmeteorologicalCondition	and	associated	instances	of	various	sky,	wind,	visibility,	and	
weather	conditions.	
• dayInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	all	days	from	2012-2017.	
• equipmentInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	eqp:EngineType,	eqp:AircraftWakeCategory,	and	
eqp:AircraftWeightClass.	
• fixInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	corresponding	to	all	named	fixes	(all	subclasses	of	atm:NavigationFix).	These	
fixes	were	generated	from	FAA’s	ERAM	data,	which	includes	a	comprehensive	listing	of	navigation	fixes.	
• flightInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	100	flights	during	July	2014	either	arriving	or	departing	New	York	area	
airports	JFK,	EWR,	and	LGA.	Includes	instances	of	actual	flights	and	planned	flight	paths,	plus	associated	
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flight	plans	(including	the	planned	routes,	fixes,	and	SID/STAR	traverses)	and	actual	track	points	(including	
the	associated	fixes	and	sectors	through	which	the	flights	passed).	
• METARinst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	all	METAR	reports	(data:METARreport)	issued	at	JFK,	EWR,	and	LGA	
during	July	2014,	plus	all	of	the	associated	instances	(data:SkyCondition,	data:SurfaceWindCondition,	
data:VisibilityCondition,	data:WeatherCondition,	data:CloudLayerProfile,	data:CloudLayer,	
nas:RunwayVisibleRangeMeasurement).	
• NASinst.ttl:	Contains	an	instance	representing	the	FAA	command	center	(ATCSCC)	plus	ARTCC	instances	
covering	the	entire	NAS	and	the	set	of	NAShour	instances	representing	each	hour	in	a	day.		
• routeInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	defined	FAA	airspace	routes	(nas:AirspaceRoute	and	its	various	
subclasses)	plus	the	corresponding	instances	of	atm:NavElementContainer	that	sequence	the	navigational	
elements	comprising	each	route.	
• SectorLocationInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	nas:Sector,	plus	instances	of	
gen:ShearSidedPolygonalVolume,	representing	the	volume	of	each	airspace	layer	that	comprises	the	
sectors	(including	gen:PointLocation	instances	specifying	the	points	that	define	the	polygon	boundary	for	
each	layer).	See	2.3.	
• sidStarInst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	SIDs	and	STARs,	along	with	instances	of	the	various	routes	through	
them	(atm:SIDSTARroute)	plus	the	corresponding	instances	of	atm:NavElementContainer	that	sequence	
the	navigational	elements	comprising	each	route.	
• TAFinst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	all	TAF	weather	forcasts	(data:TAFreport)	issued	at	JFK,	EWR,	and	LGA	
during	July	2014,	plus	all	of	their	associated	instances	(data:TAFmeteorologicalCondition,	
data:SkyCondition,	data:SurfaceWindCondition,	data:VisibilityCondition,	data:WeatherCondition,	
data:CloudLayerProfile,	data:CloudLayer).	
• TMIinst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	all	Ground	Delay,	Ground	Stop,	and	ReRoute	traffic	management	
initiatives	issued	during	July	2014.	Included	are	auxiliary	instances	describing	flight	and	airport	constraints	
(atm:FlightSpec,	atm:AirportSpec).	Also	included	are	the	route	segments	permitted	for	each	ReRoute	TMI	
and	all	the	associated	instances	necessary	for	defining	those	route	segments.	See	Section	4.	
• TRACONinst.ttl:	Contains	instances	of	all	TRACONs	(nas:TRACON).	
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Appendix	F	 Acronyms	
	
Acronym	 Acronym	Expansion	
ADL	 Aggregate	Demand	List	
ARTCC	 Air	Route	Traffic	Control	Center	(or	"Center")	
ASPM	 Aviation	System	Performance	Metrics	
ATCSCC	 Air	Traffic	Control	System	Command	Center	
ATCT	 Air	Traffic	Control	Tower	
ATM	 Air	Traffic	Management	
CDR	 Coded	Departure	Route	
CONUS	 Continental	US	
DAS	 Delay	Assignment	
EDCT		 Estimated	Departure	Clearance	Time	
ERAM	 En-Route	Automation	Modernization	
ETA	 Estimated	Time	of	Arrival	
ETD	 Estimated	Time	of	Departure	
ETMS		 Enhanced	Traffic	Management	System	
FAA	 Federal	Aviation	Administration	
FCA	 Flow-Controlled	Area	
GAAP	 General	Aviation	Airport	Program	
GDP	 Ground	Delay	Program	
GMT	 Greenwich	Mean	Time	
GS	 Ground	Stop	
IEC	 International	Electrotechnical	Commission	
ISO	 International	Standards	Organization	
LOA	 Letter	of	Agreement	
METAR	 Meteorological	Terminal	Aviation	Routine	Weather	Report	
MIT	 Miles-in-Trail	
NAS	 National	Airspace	System	
NASA	 National	Aeronautics	and	Space	Administration	
OAG		 Official	Airline	Guide	
PAR	 Program	Arrival	Rate	
RVR	 Runway	Visible	Range	
SID	 Standard	Instrument	Departure	
STAR	 Standard	Terminal	Arrival	Route	
TAF	 Terminal	Aerodrome	Forecast	
TFMS	 Traffic	Flow	Management	System	
TMI	 Traffic	Management	Initiative	
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TRACON	 Terminal	Radar	Approach	Control	
UDP	 Unified	Delay	Program	
UTC	 Coordinated	Universal	Time	or	"ZULU"	Time	
VOR	 Very-high	Frequency	Omni	Directional	Radio	Range	
WITI	 Weather	Impacted	Traffic	Index	
WMO	 World	Meteorological	Organization	
	
	
	
	
